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ABSTRACT
Spatial variability and uncertainties that exist in natural deposits are often modeled in onedimensional (1D) site response analysis through multiple spatially varied shear wave velocity (V S )
profiles. These spatially varied V S profiles usually exhibit V S reversals that might not be observed
in the natural deposits. This study investigates the consequences of allowing V S reversals in
spatially varied V S on the 1D site response characteristics. Two sets of sixty (60) spatially varied
V S profiles, with and without V S reversals, were generated. Results of the 1D site response
analysis showed that allowing V S reversals in spatially varied V S profiles can lower the median
surface response up to 10% at periods shorter than the fundamental site period. The difference in
surface response becomes more significant for the higher intensity input motions. The variability
in the median surface response was not significantly influenced by the presence of V S reversals.

Introduction
Site response analyses are performed to evaluate the influence of the local soil deposit on strong
ground shaking, with the resulting surface response being used in seismic design. The main soil
properties required for site response analysis are the shear-wave velocity (V S ) profile and the
nonlinear modulus reduction and damping curves. The spatial variability and the uncertainties in
these soil properties should be taken into account in seismic design. In one-dimensional (1D) site
response analyses, the spatial variability and the uncertainty in the V S that might exist in natural
deposits is commonly accounted for by analyzing multiple spatially varied 1D V S profiles.
Spatially varied 1D V S profiles are usually generated via Monte Carlo simulations, based on a
representative 1D V S profile and statistical parameters such as standard deviation (𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 ) and
interlayer correlation coefficient (𝜌𝜌𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ). Often times, in order to allow for interlayer variability in
the V S profile 𝜌𝜌𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 is assumed to be less than unity. This assumption might lead to spatially varied
V S profiles with V S reversals, where the V S of a deeper layer is lower than the V S of the
overlying layer. These V S reversals might be observed at any depth within the profile. As the V S
is usually expected to increase with depth, the presence of extreme V S reversals at greater depths
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might constitute unrealistic 1D V S profile realizations for natural deposits. This study
investigates the consequences of the presence of V S reversals on 1D surface response of spatially
varied V S profiles as part of the Next Generation Attenuation Relationships for Central and
Eastern America (NGA-East) Geotechnical Working Group (GWG), which is focused on
development of site amplification models for the Central and Eastern North America (CENA).
For this purpose, two (2) sets of sixty (60) spatially varied V S profiles, with and without V S
reversals, were generated for a deep CENA site. This paper discusses the generation of these two
sets of spatially varied V S profiles and compares the associated 1D surface response predictions.
Spatially Varied Shear Wave Velocity Profiles
The objective of this study is to develop soil amplification functions for the CENA region, as a
part of the NGA-East GWG. The current study investigates the consequences of having V S
reversals in the spatially varied V S profiles generated to model 1D site response of CENA site
conditions. We developed ten (10) generalized characteristic V S profiles to represent CENA site
conditions. We used the generalized characteristic V S profile developed for the Residual
Sediment (RR) site conditions (Kottke et al., 2012) as the baseline V S profile to generate the
spatially varied V S profiles (Figure 1 and 3) and the V S of the bedrock was assumed to be 3000
m/s (Hashash et al., 2012). As shown in Figures 1 and 3, baseline V S increases from 240 m/s at
the ground surface to 600 m/s at 100 m and reaches up to 960 m/s at 1000 m below the ground
surface. The average V S of the baseline profile is 760 m/s and the predominant period of the site
is around 5.3 s.
Spatially varied V S profiles are generated using the Toro (1995) random field models as
implemented in the computer program Strata (Kottke and Rathje, 2008). These variable layer
thickness and velocity models were used to generate the spatially variable V S profiles based on
the baseline V S profile. The variable layering model simulates layering thickness as a nonhomogenous Poisson process with a depth-dependent rate. For this study, custom model
parameters were used for the Toro (1995) depth-dependent rate model (i.e., a = 1.98, b = 10.86, c
= -0.89) to model the uncertainty in the stratigraphy of RR site conditions across CENA. The
spatially variable V S values were generated for each layer using the variable velocity model,
which assumes that V S is log-normally distributed at any given depth and correlated between
adjacent layers. The statistical parameters required for generation of the spatially variable V S
profiles are the standard deviation of the natural logarithm of the shear wave velocity (𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 ) and
the interlayer correlation (𝜌𝜌𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ). For this study, spatially variable V S profiles without reversals
(V S,NR ) were generated using a depth-independent 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 of 0.2 and a 𝜌𝜌𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 of 1.0. The interlayer
correlation coefficient of 1.0 was used for V S,NR profiles to maximize the spatial correlation
between the adjacent layers so that generated spatially variable V S profiles would not exhibit V S
reversals. Spatially variable V S profiles with reversals (V S,WR ) were generated using a depthindependent 𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 of 0.2 and a 𝜌𝜌𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 of 0.8. To ensure the generation of reasonable V S profiles in
accordance with the regional CENA site conditions, the generalized characteristic V S profiles
developed for Minimum and maximum site conditions of the CENA for the NGA-East GWG
were introduced as minimum and maximum bounds for the spatially variable V S profiles,
respectively.

Figure 1a and Figure 1b present sixty (60) spatially variable V S profiles generated with and
without V S reversals, respectively, together with the baseline and the minimum and maximum
V S profiles. Figure 1 shows that the medians across the 60 simulations of the V S,NR and V S,WR
profiles show some deviation from the baseline RR profile. The median V S,NR is up to 18%
higher than the baseline profile around the surface, whereas the difference between the median
V S,WR is up to 9% higher than the baseline profile. In the top 100 m, the average difference
between the baseline profile and the median V S,NR and V S,WR profiles is around 5% and 2%,
respectively. A comparison of the generated V S,NR and V S,WR profiles shown in Figure 1
illustrates that V S,NR profiles have stiffer V S realizations at most depths. These stiffer V S
realizations in spatially variable NR profiles are due to the full spatial correlation between
adjacent layers that preserves the rate of increase observed between the V S of the adjacent layers
in the baseline V S profile.

Figure 1. Sixty (60) spatially variable V S profiles together with the baseline, minimum, and
maximum V S profiles: (a) without V S reversals, V S,NR (𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 0.2, 𝜌𝜌𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 1.0) (b) with V S
reversals, V S,WR (𝜎𝜎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 0.2, 𝜌𝜌𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 0.8)

The observed difference between the median profiles and the baseline profile in Figure 1 is
partially due to the introduced layer thickness variation. To further discuss the influence of layer
thickness variation, Figure 2 presents a single V S profile simulation of a generic baseline V S
profile, which is generated by varying only the layer thickness, without varying the V S of the
layers. The layers of the single V S profile simulation are thicker than the layers of the baseline
profile. When the variability in V S is introduced, the median V S of simulations generated with
varying layer thickness is calculated at layer midpoints of the baseline profile and used as the
baseline profile. In the case of Figure 2, even though V S has not been randomized, the median of
Layer 1 is biased by the V S generated from Layer 2. Therefore, the median V S profile of the
spatially varied V S simulations might show deviation from the baseline V S profile.
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Figure 2. Generic baseline profile and associated single V S simulation generated with only Toro
(1995) variable layer thickness model
Figure 3a compares the median profiles of V S,NR and V S,WR shown in Figure 1; the median V S,WR
profile shows a better overall match to the baseline profile for most depths when compared to the
median V S,NR profile. Figure 3b plots the residuals (difference between the median simulated V S
estimates and the baseline V S values) for the median V S,NR and V S,WR profiles, which further
illustrate the difference in the median V S predictions. The observed difference in the median
profiles is mainly due to the lower interlayer correlation coefficient in the spatially variable
V S,WR profiles that allows V S reversals. Figure 1 shows that in the V S,NR profiles, a high V S
realization at the surface cause even higher V S with depth as opposed to the V S,WR profiles,
where a high V S realization at the surface did not necessarily cause higher V S with depth (at
least for shallow depths) due to low spatial correlation. Therefore, the median V S,NR profile has
higher V S than the median V S,WR profile at most depths. At shallow depths close to the surface,
the median V S,NR profile can be up to 10% higher than the median V S,WR and baseline profiles.
Although small, the observed difference in the median profiles might constitute a bias in the
evaluation of the V S reversals influence on 1D site response results. In order to eliminate such
bias, the simulated V S,WR profiles were adjusted so that the median V S,WR profile matched the
median V S,NR profile. Figure 3c illustrates the adjusted spatially varied WR profiles that were
used in the site response analysis.
Results
Equivalent-linear site response analysis of V S,NR and V S,WR profiles were performed using the
computer program Strata (Kottke and Rathje, 2008). Strain-dependent soil properties were
defined based on the Darendeli (2001) nonlinear soil property curves. Site response analyses
were performed for a set of 104 ground motions selected that represent CENA seismological
conditions. Eighty four (84) motions come from NUREG-6728 (McGuire et al., 2001) and
twenty (20) motions come from the finite-fault simulations of Hashash and Moon (2011). Input
motions evenly cover a range of input Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) from 0.01 g to 1.4 g.
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Figure 3. (a) Comparison of median V S,NR and V S,WR profiles with the baseline Vs profile, (b)
residuals of the median V S,NR and V S,WR profiles with respect to the baseline Vs profile, (c)
adjusted spatially variable V S,WR profiles used in the site response analyses
Surface response spectra obtained for the V S,NR and adjusted V S,WR profiles are shown in Figures
4a and 4b, respectively. Figure 4 shows that the range of surface response obtained from the site
response analyses of the two sets of profiles have similar characteristics, with PGA ranging from
0.02 g to 1.0 g. The variation around the median response spectra is found to be similar for the
surface response obtained for both the V S,NR and adjusted V S,WR profiles.
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Figure 4. Surface accelerations obtained for 60 spatially variable (a) V S,NR and (b) adjusted
V S,WR profiles.

Figure 5a compares the median surface response and the 68% confidence bounds obtained from
the site response analyses of the baseline V S profile (without any spatial variation) with the
surface response obtained from the median surface response spectra of the V S,NR (Sa NR ) and
adjusted V S,WR profiles (Sa WR ) (shown in Figure 4). Figure 5a shows that the median Sa NR is very
similar to the surface response spectra of the baseline V S profile and that the median Sa NR is
higher the median Sa WR for periods less than T = 1.5 s. Surface acceleration predictions of
spatially variable V S,NR profiles can be up to 9.5 % higher than that of the V S,WR profiles at short
periods of around T = 0.1 s. Figure 5a also shows that the variability around the median Sa NR ,
Sa WR, and the baseline profile are similar, indicating that the presence of the V S reversals in
spatially variable V S profiles does not have a significant effect on the variability of the surface
response. Figure 5b illustrates the influence of the input intensity level on the median Sa NR and
Sa WR . As illustrated in the Figure 5b, the median Sa NR and Sa WR are similar under low intensity
input motions and becomes more evident with increasing input motion intensity.
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Figure 5. (a) Median spectral acceleration of V S,NR and adjusted V S,WR profiles, (b) median
spectral acceleration predictions as a function of input motion intensities
Figure 5b shows that as the input intensity increases the presence of V S reversals in the spatially
variable V S profiles tend to reduce the surface response predictions at periods less than T = 1.5 s.
For input PGA over 1 g, the presence of V S reversals in the spatially variable V S profiles can
reduce the median surface accelerations for about 9.4 % at periods of around T = 0.7 s. Figure 6
plots the percent difference observed between the median Sa NR and Sa WR profiles that more
clearly shows higher surface response of the V S,NR profiles at periods less than T = 1.5 s. Figure
6 also shows that around the predominant site period (i.e., T = 5.3 s) the Sa WR is observed to be
slightly (up to 3%) higher than the Sa NR for motions with input PGA higher than 0.3 g.
The lower median Sa WR for the high intensity motions can be a result of higher shear strains (γ)
mobilized due to the presence of V S reversals in the simulated profiles (Figure 3c) that can cause
higher damping. The amplitude of mobilized γ is highly dependent on the input motion intensity.

Figure 6. Ratio of the median Sa NR to Sa WR for different input motion intensities.
Figure 7a shows that high intensity input ground motion mobilizes larger shear strains in the
spatially variable profiles. Figure 7b presents the ratio of the median γ of V S,NR profiles (γ NR ) to
median γ of V S,WR profiles (γ WR ) and shows that the V S,NR profiles mobilize higher amplitudes of
shear strain (i.e., median γ NR > median γ WR ) at most depths along the profile for most of the input
intensities. The adjusted V S,WR profiles are found to mobilize higher amplitudes of shear strain
at depths greater than 760 m under input motions with intensities higher than 0.6 g (i.e., median
γ WR > median γ NR ).
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Figure 7. (a) Comparison of maximum shear strain profiles of spatially variable V S,NR and
adjusted V S,WR profiles as a function of input intensity and (b) ratio of median maximum shear
strain profiles of spatially variable V S,NR and adjusted V S,WR profiles.

Conclusions
In one-dimensional (1D) site response analyses, the spatial variability and the uncertainty in V S
profiles are commonly taken into account by analyzing multiple spatially variable 1D V S
profiles. Often these spatially variable V S profiles exhibit V S reversals. This study investigated
the influence of the presence of V S reversals on 1D surface response of spatially variable V S
profiles as a part of the NGA-East GWG that focuses on the development of site amplification
models for CENA. Two (2) sets of sixty (60) spatially variable V S profiles, with and without V S
reversals, were analyzed using equivalent-linear 1D site response analysis. The results of the
study showed that the presence of V S reversals reduces the median surface response spectra up to
9.5% at periods of shorter than 0.1 s, but did not significantly affect the median surface
predictions around the site period. The variability in the median surface spectral acceleration was
not influenced by the presence of V S reversals. Influence of V S reversals was more pronounced
for the surface response of high-intensity motions. Similarly, the maximum shear strains
developed within the profiles due to high input intensity motions were found to be influenced by
the presence of V S reversals. Profiles with V S reversals predicted about 10% higher maximum
shear strains about 760 m below the ground surface, while profiles without V S reversals
predicted higher maximum shear strains at shallower depths.
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